
 
 

 

Oliver joined the team at JTC Education to help out with all 
things Chemistry and Oxbridge. Oliver focuses on specification 
points as outlined by each examination board. Over the years 
he has built up a large collection of model answers for long 
answer questions in both Chemistry and Physics at GCSE and 
A-level. He uses these to help students understand content as 
well as how to tackle longer exam questions. He enjoys 
preparing high-achieving students for Chemistry Olympiads 
and overseeing their Oxbridge applications.

Tutoring Experience 

Chemistry Tutor

Tutor Bio: Oliver  

Education

✦ Cambridge University, MSci Natural Sciences, specialising in chemistry (2:1) 

✦  4 A*s at A level (Maths, Further Maths, Chemistry, Physics) 

✦ 13 A*s at GCSE level 

Subjects / Exam Boards 
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✦ 11+ Entrance Exam 

✦ KS3 Science 

✦ GCSE Chemistry: all exam boards 

✦ A level Chemistry: all exam boards 

✦ University entrance exams: PAT, NSAA, MAT, NSA, STEP2/3 preparation 

✦ Chemistry Olympiad 

✦ University admissions: UCAS Personal Statement, Oxbridge Interviews

Oliver has taught at a handful of the UK’s most prestigious tutoring companies both in-
person and online. Last year’s successes include one student brought from a grade B to an 
A* in A level Chemistry and another brought from level 5 to level 8 in GCSE. He is also 
expert in preparing students for Oxbridge entry with an impressive 100% of his ten 
students last year receiving an offer!
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Testimonials 
✦ “Learning with Ollie has just been so much fun. I didn’t realise that chemistry could be so 

important in so many different ways. He did set a lot of homework, but because he had 
explained it so well in lessons, I knew how to do it. So I actually found it really fun. In the 
end I came second in my chemistry class at the end of the year”—KS3 Student 

✦ “I found Ollie to explain things incredibly clearly and patiently, and this really helped boost 
my confidence in chemistry. But I think more importantly, he taught me how to crack the 
exam, explaining exactly where I was losing marks and why, tidying up my definitions, and 
refining my longer written responses. Couldn’t have got the A* without him!” —A level 
Student 

✦ “Ollie sure worked my daughter hard in her Oxbridge prep sessions, but it paid off… an 
offer to Cambridge. Thanks to him, she felt calm and confident on the day”—Applicant to 
Cambridge


